WE PUT YOUR SAFETY FIRST
- NON-FLAMMABLE
- NO JACKS OR TOOLS NEEDED
- TIRE SENSOR SAFE
- CLEAN UP EASILY WITH WATER

RECOMMENDED FOR:
- COMPACT CAR
- SEDAN
- TRAILER
- MINIVAN

READ ALL CAUTIONS BEFORE USE

PLEASE NOTE: Use only as directed. Quick Spair is a TEMPORARY repair. Have the inspected and repaired by a tire care professional as soon as possible to ensure safety and proper cleaning of the pressure sensor. If so equipped. We recommend treated tire be repaired within 3 days or 100 miles after use of Quick Spair. Do not overinflate. Add additional air if necessary. Do not use on any vehicle with less than four tires. If used in a "2"-tired tires, be sure to check the tire pressure before driving. Quick Spair will not repair valve leaks, sidewall punctures or punctures larger than 3/16" (.47cm). Quick Spair will not repair a tire that is separated from the rim. If using Quick Spair in conditions under 40°F (4˚C), warm can in interior of vehicle before use.

STORAGE: Store can in trunk or spare tire wheel well. Do not store in vehicle interior or direct sunlight. Do not expose to heat or store at temperatures above 120˚F (50˚C).

PROFESSIONAL REPAIR INSTRUCTIONS: Inform tire repair specialist that Quick Spair was used in tire and store warnings listed on this can. Do not weld or attempt repair without first removing tire from rim. Never inflate tire with pure oxygen. Failure to follow recommendations could result in injury and/or explosion. Expel gas in well-ventilated area before discarding.

DISPOSAL: Quick Spair is a single-use product. Use and dispose of in accordance with state, local and federal laws and regulations. Do not puncture or incinerate can even after use. Do not place can in household trash compactor. Please recycle when empty.

WARNING: Contains gas under pressure; may burst if heated. Keep away from heat, sparks, open flames and hot surfaces. No smoking. May be fatal if swallowed and enters airways. If medical advice is needed, have product container or label at hand. Keep out of reach of children. Read label before use. IF SWALLOWED: Immediately call a POISON CENTER or doctor/physician. Do NOT induce vomiting. Store locked up. Dispose of contents/container in accordance with all applicable regulations. Pressurized container: protect from sunlight and do not expose to temperatures exceeding 120˚F (50˚C). Do not pierce or burn, even after use. Solvent naphtha (petroleum), heavy arom. For Health Emergency Call: (800) 255-3924.

LIMTED WARRANTY: The Slime product line is backed by both a satisfaction guarantee and a limited warranty. If you are dissatisfied with one of our products please return it to the place of purchase for a full refund or product replacement.

WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm.